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Abstract—In this paper we introduce REST-Net, a novel
Intrusion Detection System for Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(VANETs) that helps to mitigate the integrity and authenticity
challenges introduced by VANETs. At its core, REST-Net uses a
dynamic detection engine that monitors and analyzes data sent
in VANETs through plausibility checks to detect attacks in form
of fake Messages. Unlike previous solutions REST-Net offers high
detection rates, adaptive warning levels to prevent interruptions
of drivers and a concept for the revocation of fake Messages once
an attacker is detected. We present the design and components
of REST-Net, discuss its security properties and provide results
from an initial feasibility study with a micro-traffic simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) are an upcoming
technology that enables communications between vehicles via
Wi-Fi based on IEEE 802.11p [1], IEEE 1609 [2] and related
standards. Communications between vehicles is an important
perquisite for a new generation of Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) that are supposed to increase road safety
in the future. ADAS monitor data from various sensors of
a vehicle (e. g., temperature, light, distance, speed, break,
acceleration and impact sensors) to warn the driver about
dangerous situations or perform automatic actions (e. g., a
breaking maneuver) to prevent accidents or at least minimize
the consequences of accidents.

With VANETs, vehicles are no longer limited to the
data provided by their own sensors: According to various
architecture proposals (cf. [3], [4] and [5]) vehicles exchange
so-called Beacons1 and Messages2. Beacons are broadcast
frequently (i. e., several times per second) by every vehicle
to its neighbors and contain information such as the current
location, speed and acceleration of the vehicle and thus enable
ADAS to create and analyze a virtual representation of the
current traffic situation. In contrast, Messages contain warnings
about events like slick or icy roads, traffic jams, accidents
or approaching emergency vehicles. Thus, Messages allow a
wider propagation of warnings compared to Beacons.

Besides obvious benefits for safety, VANETs introduce
new security challenges, especially for privacy (cf. [9]–[15]),
integrity and authenticity (cf. [16] and [3]). In this work, we
focus on the integrity and authenticity aspects of Messages.
While practical solutions for the detection of fake Beacons
exist (cf. [17]–[23] and Sect. II), only few proposals (cf. [24]–
[27]) address the detection of fake Messages. Further, these
proposals are subject to considerable limitations, as we will
show in Sect. II and V.

1also known as Co-operative Awareness Messages [6] or Basic Safety
Messages [7]

2also known as Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages [8] or
Roadside Alerts [7]

In contrast, with REST-Net (Rule-Enforced Security Tech-
nique for VANETs), we propose a novel Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) that enables ADAS to detect fake Messages
by monitoring and analyzing Beacon data. REST-Net extends
ideas from previous solutions and, at its core, consists of a
dynamic detection engine with the following main features:

REST-Net uses plausibility checks to verify the validity of
Messages. Its detection engine validates both Beacons broad-
cast before a particular warning Message (pre-validation) as
well as Beacons sent by the initiator of the Warning Message
after he sent the Message (post-validation). The plausibility
checks are modeled as sets of dynamic rules. A rule might
for example contain the propositions Q (“Vehicle slowed down
less than n% in period [tmin, tmax]”) and P (“Vehicle was
standing before t0”) to detect wether an Emergency Electronic
Brake Lights (EEBL)-Message is valid or not. Both rules and
propositions are adaptive, i. e., may contain flexible thresholds
(like n% and tx in the previous two examples) to assert stable
detection rates in different environments (e. g., on one lane
roads with low speed limit as well as on multilane highways).
Further, REST-Net uses adaptive warning levels to keep
interruptions of drivers to a minimum while still detecting most
attacks and enables the revocation of an attacker’s Messages
after his detection.

To demonstrate the feasibility of REST-Net, we perform an
initial simulation-based evaluation with a micro-traffic simula-
tor and maps of Berlin, New York and Puebla (three cities with
highly diverse road structure). The simulation results suggest
that REST-Net’s detection rates are feasible for practical use
and outperform a previous proposal by Ruj et. al. [27] in terms
of detection rate as well as true/false positives and negatives.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. II,
we outline fundamentals and related work. After a short
characterization of the attacker model in Sect. III, we introduce
REST-Net, our novel IDS tailored to VANETs in Sect. IV.
Finally, we present and discuss results of an initial simulation-
based feasibility study of REST-Net, before we conclude in
Sect. VI.

II. FUNDAMENTALS AND RELATED WORK

To solve the challenges regarding data integrity and au-
thenticity in VANETs, proactive and reactive concepts were
proposed (cf. [28] for a detailed overview).

Proactive concepts typically include a (global) Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) and tamper-proof hardware (inside
vehicles) to provide message authenticity and integrity as well
as non-repudiation, accountability and access control. While
proactive concepts (e. g., [3] and [5]) offer an important basic
level of protection, relying solely on their security can be prob-
lematic since several attack vectors exist. First of all, assuring



the integrity of a global PKI is a challenging technical and
organizational problem as demonstrated by several successful
attacks on the X.509 PKI infrastructure of the Internet (for the
SSL/TLS protocol suite): Technical problems include security
flaws in the protocols, implementation errors or weaknesses in
the construction of the cryptographic primitives used. Two side
channel attacks, the BEAST attack [29] and the Lucky Thirteen
attack [30], are well known examples (cf. [31] and [30] for a
comprehensive overview). Secondly, organizational problems
arise in global PKIs since authentication must be delegated to
a large number of Certification Authorities (e. g., for different
countries and organizations). Recently, these problems became
apparent with security incidents involving the Certification Au-
thorities Comodo and DigiNotar [32]. Generally, it only takes a
single Certification Authority to misbehave (by being hacked,
tricked, bribed or legally forced) to enable an attacker to send
fake messages in any part of the world. While on the Internet
(for the TLS case), these attacks typically lead to financial
losses only, they might result in fatal accidents for VANETs.
Further, even if all Certification Authorities are trustworthy,
sensor manipulation (i. e., attacks on a physical level, that can
hardly be prevented) are still applicable and attacks on the
(assumed) tamper-proof hardware may be feasible as well.

As a result, relying solely on proactive concepts should
be avoided. To this end, reactive concepts in the area of
VANETs were introduced. Reactive concepts try to detect fake
information transmitted between vehicles and can be classified
into signature based detection, anomaly detection and context
verification (cf. [28] for concrete examples). Signature based
detection systems monitor the network traffic and compare it to
previously defined signatures of attacks. In contrast, anomaly
detection systems operate with the opposite technique: Instead
of defining signatures for attacks, statistical anomalies of
normal communication behavior is detected. While we want
to point out that both concepts (which operate on the network
layer) can be used in conjunction with the application-level
concept REST-Net, in our view, face considerable limitations
as the definition of reasonable signatures (i. e., reasonable nor-
mal and abnormal behavior) in VANETs is very challenging
based on information gathered on the network layer only.

To overcome these problems, context verification (the third
category of reactive concepts) was introduced. The term con-
text verification summarizes application-level concepts that use
information provided inside VANETs (like position, time and
application-specific information) as input to detect attacks.
REST-Net falls into this category and extends some of the
previous proposals that will be explained more detailed in the
remainder of this section.

As mentioned in Sect. I, in VANETs, application-level
messages can be classified into Beacons and Messages. Like
[24]–[26] and [27], REST-Net addresses the detection of fake
Messages and requires an additional scheme for the detection
of fake Beacons, i. e., REST-Net is built atop of schemes
for the protection of Beacons like [17]–[22], [33] and [23].
These schemes use different techniques, like signal strength
analysis [21]–[23], radar-based-positioning [17], infrastructure
supported positioning [18] and trusted third party concepts
[19], [20] to verify the position information contained in Bea-
cons. Generally, those schemes offer a high level of protection,
since they rely on physical observations (like signal strength)

which are difficult to fake. To this end, we chose to focus on
the detection of fake Messages (instead of fake Beacons) with
REST-Net. To the best of our knowledge, only [24]–[26] and
[27] are concepts with (in part) similar goals.

In [24], VANET participants use a so-called model of
the VANET that specifies sets of allowed and disallowed
events to detect attacks. The basic idea is that vehicles share
sensor data with neighboring vehicles. Each vehicle analyses
the redundantly received data for inconsistencies. When an
inconsistency is detected, a heuristic is used to find the most
likely sources of the attack. While the model of the VANET is
based on the same ideas as the plausibility checks and dynamic
rules of REST-Net, [24] is a high-level concept as the authors
only provide a formal description of the model (a framework)
and (apart from rather general statements) do not specify how
the model of the VANET can be populated (however, it is
mentioned that the model can be based on rules or statistical
properties and might be constructed when manufacturing the
vehicles [24]).

In contrast, we suggest (and evaluate) concrete rules and
our approach does not require vehicles to send data redun-
dantly, since attacks are detected through inconsistencies in
the faked data itself, i. e., inconsistencies between Beacons and
Messages of the same (potentially attacking) participant.

The concept introduced in [25] determines the plausibility
of a Post Crash Notification by analyzing the reaction of
the originator of a Message. By comparing the movement of
the vehicle through its Beacon information and the expected
trajectory calculated by a mobility model, a deviation from a
normal behavior on a crash sight can be determined. However,
the concept focuses on a single type of Message only (Post
Crash Notifications) and thus, its applicability to other contexts
is questionable. Further, it neglects all data sent before the
Message in question, i. e., performs post-validation only.

[26] consist of a malicious data scheme (MDS), a two-part
certificate revocation scheme (RTC and RC2RL) and a majority
voting scheme (LEAVE). The MDS aims to detect false data in
VANETs like the scheme proposed in this paper and works by
evaluating sensory data, received Messages from its neighbors
and a set of evaluation rules. However, in contrast to REST-
Net, no specific evaluation rules are provided, i. e., (like [24])
[26] is a high-level concept.

In [27] the authors define expected actions of a vehicle after
sending a Message (e. g., a Message about a traffic jam might
indicate that the vehicle will change its lane or slow down).
Furthermore, a scheme to verify the received position informa-
tion by using the received signal strength is proposed. While
this concept contains interesting ideas and detailed information
about the evaluation rules, its practicability is unclear as the
authors did not evaluate their findings and restrict their concept
on highways (multilane roads). Furthermore, only Beacon data
after an event is analyzed and, like in all previously mentioned
concepts in this section, no adaption of warning levels is
provided.

To this end, we decided to evaluate this scheme of Ruj
et. al. and thus implemented it in a VANET simulator. After
our evaluation, we designed a new scheme (REST-Net) that
improves on most limitations of the concepts discussed in this
section. We will describe REST-Net and its difference from



[27] in the following two sections and compare the detection
rates of both schemes in Sect. V.

III. ATTACKER MODEL

For this work we consider two types of attackers, the
constrained attacker and the unbounded attacker. Both vary in
the following characteristics. The constrained attacker is able
to fake Messages (e. g., because he is exploiting a security
breach of the VANET hardware or software in his vehicle)
and tries to gain advantage over other road users. He is a
local attacker and might for example forge a Message of
an emergency vehicle to force other users to clear the road
while driving or his car might send fake traffic jam Messages
(while parked near his house) to reduce traffic density. The
constrained attacker is not able to fake different identities.

In contrast, the unbounded attacker is able to fake (mul-
tiple) identities including those of privileged vehicles (like
police cars). He is able to perform distributed attacks, i. e., he
controls several VANET participants. Further, the unbounded
attacker may prepare attacks over a long period of time to
gain a high level of trust. Due to its strength, reliable protection
from the unbounded attacker is not realistic. However, creating
plausible fake Messages which do not contradict the observa-
tions of previous Messages and Beacons is still challenging,
even if the attacker controls several participants. Thus, at least
some of his identities may get detected over time.

IV. REST-NET

REST-Net is an Intrusion Detection System that enables
ADAS to detect fake Messages by monitoring and analyzing
Beacon data. In general, Intrusion Detection Systems help to
protect (distributed) computer systems from both inside attack-
ers abusing their privileges and outsiders exploiting security
vulnerabilities (cf. [34] and [35]). REST-Net falls into the
category of rule-based IDS which use patterns (or rules) to
define invalid actions of users and thereby detect an adversary.

In the remainder of this section, we will describe the main
features of the REST-Net detection engine and outline its key
differences from [27] and other related work. To this end, we
start with the core component of REST-Net, the plausibility
checks before we describe two additional components, adap-
tive warning levels and a message revocation scheme (cf.
Fig. 1).

Plausibility checks. REST-Net extends plausibility checks
from previous work (cf. Sect. II) in two dimensions: It
uses dynamic rules that adapt to the current traffic situation
(adaptive plausibility checks) and it validates both Beacons
broadcast before and after a particular warning Message,
i. e., it performs pre-validation and post-validation (extended
plausibility checks).

Adaptive plausibility checks: Generally, both static and
dynamic rules are bound to different types of events and
define invalid actions that contradict the respective event. In
our case, each type of event is equal to exactly one of the
different types of Messages encountered in VANETs, e. g., an
Emergency Electronic Brake Lights Message (EEBL Message)
is broadcast automatically when a strong brake application is
performed and might indicate a broke-down vehicle (cf. Tab. I

TABLE I. SELECTED EVENT TYPES FROM [36]

Event type Event description

Stopped/Slow Vehicle Advisor Traffic jam detected
(SVA)

Road Hazard Condition Notification Icy or slippery road detected
(RHCN)

Emergency Electronic Brake Lights Emergency braking of sender
(EEBL)

Emergency Vehicle Approaching Emergency vehicle requesting lane
(EVA)

TABLE II. EVENT TYPES AND THE INVALID ACTIONS (RUJ ET. AL.
[27])

Event type Expected action Invalid action

SVA Change lane D > d meters; same lane
Decrease speed

RHCN Car stops D > d meters; same route
Changes route

EEBL Car must slow down D > d meters
EVA Change lane D > d meters; same lane as vehicle

Slow down

for further Message types). A matching invalid action would
be continuous driving of the event source (since the expected
action would be a brake application obviously).

Table II gives an overview of the static rules defined in
[27]. For example, the invalid action stated before (contin-
uous driving of the event source) maps to the static rule
“D > d meters”, where D is the distance between the
location of the vehicle at event start and the location after
a specific amount of Beacons. We consider “D > d meters”
a static rule, as it uses a fixed threshold (d) to distinguish
between valid and invalid actions. In contrast, with REST-Net,
the prevalent traffic situation can be taken into account, since
sensor and Beacon data can be used as input for the calculation
of a suitable (situation-dependent) threshold. For example, a
suitable extension to the static rule “D > d meters” is to take
the speed of the vehicle (that sent the related EEBL Message)
into account, since obviously, the breaking distance depends
on a vehicles actual speed.

This can be arranged with vtn
vt0

(a ratio of vt0, the speed
of the vehicle at the time of sending the EEBL Message and
vtn, its speed after a certain amount of time, i. e., the speed
derived from the Beacons received next). A suitable threshold
for an EEBL Message could be 0.5, i. e., the assumption
that an alleged emergency break is only considered genuine
if the vehicle decreases its speed to 50 % after sending the
EEBL Message at t0 and thus, if further warning Messages
of that vehicle should be ignored or not. Generally, dynamic
thresholds are a prerequisite for rules that adapt to different
traffic situations, e. g., on highways or in cities. Further, they
can be extended with additional information known to the
ADAS, e. g., with the speed limit of the road in question, the
density of attackers in the current area (cf. [37]) or with the
aforementioned extended plausibility checks, that we will focus
on next.

Extended plausibility checks can take into account both
Beacons broadcast before and after the receipt of a warning
Message. Thus, in contrast to static rules, they allow for pre-
validation and post-validation and do not (necessarily) rely on
singular events. For example, all rules defined in [27] perform
post-validation only: They are based on the comparison of
the Beacon sent along with the warning Message and the last
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TABLE III. REST-NET RULES

Rules

SVA T ∨ (¬P ∧ U) → Attack
RHCN P ∨ (Q ∧ V ) → Attack
EVA R ∧ S → Attack

EEBL P ∨ Q → Attack

Beacon received when the validation is performed (cf. [27]
and Tab. II).

However, pre-validation can be used to improve detection
rates significantly. For example, a fake EEBL Message can be
detected trivially, if the source vehicle was standing before it
sent the Message, as EEBL Messages (which signal emergency
breaking) require prior movement obviously. Generally, pre-
validation enables very simple but effective rules in many cases
(further rules are listed later in this section). However, in many
cases, pre-validation and post-validation must be combined to
achieve high detection rates. For example, if an attacker is
able to change his identity to the role emergency vehicle in
order to send Emergency Vehicle Approaching Messages (EVA
Messages) to clear his way, we can assume that the attacker
would not use this identity permanently to decrease the chance
of getting caught. To this end, Beacons sent before and after
an EVA Message can be analyzed to detect whether Beacons
were sent under the identity of the emergency vehicle before
and afterwards, or if those Beacons were sent under different
identities, for which no Beacons are present anymore (note that
the broadcast of Beacons is frequent enough and the contained
position information suitable to distinguish between vehicles
without the use of explicit identifiers [9], [10]; experiments in
[38] show the detection of appearing sybil vehicles as well as
vehicles with overlapping positions).

Table III shows several rules that we defined for REST-
Net. The rules contain the examples of the previous paragraphs
and are used in the feasibility study in Sect. V. Generally,
the REST-Net rules are based on truth-functional propositional
logic, which allows an intuitive creation of rules. Like in most
IDS, the set of operator symbols consists of ¬, ∧, ∨ and →.
The proposition symbols used in the rules in Tab. III, with t0
(Event Message time), tmin (oldest monitored Beacon before

t0) and tmax (newest monitored Beacon after t0), are:

• P: Vehicle was standing before t0

• Q: Vehicle slowed down less than n % in time period
tmin to tmax

• R: Received less than n Beacons without interruption

• S: Vehicle known for less than n ms

• T: Vehicle was standing less than n Beacons before t0

• U: Vehicle did move more than n meters

• V: Vehicle was driving faster than v0 at t0

Adaptive warning levels. One key challenge for an IDS
is to warn users or to ignore warning Messages only when a
suffice probability for an attack exists, since IDS do generally
not achieve a perfect detection rate. To this end, REST-Net uses
adaptive warning levels to take into account the characteristics
of different situations. REST-Net’s adaptive warning levels
are based on two concepts, the adaptive plausibility checks
described before and the parameterization of the rules, i. e.,
the selection of appropriate thresholds.

Adaptive plausibility checks offer situation-aware decisions
which lead to a lower error rate in general and, therefore, less
disturbance for the user compared to fixed rules. In contrast,
the parameterization of the rules can be used to select a
suitable trade-off between true negatives (i. e., the percentage
of Messages that are classified correctly as genuine) and true
positives (i. e., the percentage of Messages that were classified
correctly as attacks). This trade-off can be adjusted by choos-
ing different thresholds for the propositions (listed before). For
example, the threshold 0.5 described for EEBL Messages can
be varied between [0, 1]. We will present receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves for different rules and Message
types in Sect. V, however, even with knowledge of the trade-
off and the resulting true positive (TP) and true negative (TN)
rates, an appropriate value (threshold) must be chosen. In our
view, it is more important to optimize the TN rate, i. e., to
prevent the suppression of genuine Messages at the cost of a
lower TP rate, since a high number of unreported events will



TABLE IV. EXAMPLE OF TRUE NEGATIVE (TN) AND TRUE POSITIVE
RATES (TP) IN AN IDS

genuine Msg. fake Msg. TN TP errors

Threshold A 100, 000 100 90% 80% 10020
Threshold B 100, 000 100 91% 50% 9050

reduce the trust of the driver in the IDS (cf. [39]) and the
suppression of genuine warning Messages is probably a more
severe safety issue than undetected fake Messages. Further,
repeated (considered genuine) warning Messages of the same
sender that would have lead to an alert with a slightly different
threshold can still be used to detect an attacker over time (since
an IDS is not limited to a single threshold).

To this end, the thresholds suggested for REST-Net and
used in Sect. V favor the TN rate over the TP rate. We want
to point out that the base-rate fallacy (cf. [40]) must be taken
into account if another trade-off shall be chosen in the future.
Table IV shows an example. If 100, 000 genuine and 100 fake
Messages are received in a time span, one might (intuitively)
choose Threshold A over Threshold B. However, Threshold B
clearly produces less errors.

Message revocation scheme. Besides rule-based protec-
tion, the REST-Net concept contains a component for the
removal of false data after the detection of an attacker. Es-
pecially, in the case of a strong adversary like the unbounded
attacker this feature is important. As discussed in Sect. III, a
reliable and realtime protection against this adversary is not
realistic. However, at least some attacks may be detected over
time, which demands an effective way to clean up false data
in VANETs. While there has been a lot of research in the
revocation of VANET identities (cf. [41]–[45]) the revocation
of single Messages in the area of Intrusion Detection Systems
has found less attention. Ostermaier et al. [46] propose to re-
voke Messages after performing a voting scheme. Following, a
possible way to implement this idea for REST-Net is discussed.
The revocation of Messages can provide a fast way to cleanup
data in VANETs before revoking the identity which takes time
and resources. Furthermore, the status of the VANET identity
is normally checked on first contact but not with every received
Message.

A revocation Message vetoes the Message of the adversary.
Equation 1 shows a normal Message MA adapted from [5],
signed with a private key PrKA, a public key certificate
CertA, with A being the attacker vehicle, X illustrating the
Message text and the timestamp T .

MA = XA, SigPrKA
[XA | T ] , CertA (1)

A vehicle V , detecting abnormalities in MA would respond
with a revocation Message RV as proposed in equation 2.

RV = XV , h(MA), SigPrKV
[XV | h(MA) | T ] , CertV (2)

In contrast to normal Messages, revocation Messages con-
tain a hashed value of the contradicting Message h(MA) they
refer to and a new Message XV , which contains one of the
following revocation reasons:

• Human assistance: After passing the Message loca-
tion the vehicle sensors of V noticed no abnormalities
(e. g., no traffic jam, no icy road etc.).

• Identity revocation noticed: V noticed that the iden-
tity of A has been revoked (depending on the revoca-
tion scheme and due to performance issues vehicles
might not check every certificate for revocation in
realtime).

• Posterior IDS revelation: The IDS of V noticed an
attack after collecting additional data. In this case, it
is important to attach supplementary data (e. g., type
of IDS, version, IDS data etc.) to clarify how the
conclusion was formed.

Of course, revocation Messages from various sources with
different revocation reasons (e. g., different sensors and IDS
types) provide a more convincing case to trust the senders,
because a single revocation Message can simply origin from
an adversary. To this end, a majority voting scheme (e. g.,
LEAVE [26]) should be used in conjunction with the REST-
Net Message revocation scheme.

V. EVALUATIONS

The goal of this section is to evaluate the concept of
Ruj et. al. [27] and REST-Net as realistic as possible. We
focus on detection rates as well as stability in different (street)
environments. Because VANETs are still a theoretical concept
(except for some test fields3) a simulation-based evaluation
approach was selected. The VANET-Simulator [47], [48], a
micro-traffic simulator with integrated VANET-Model (based
on [49]–[51]), features realistic traffic simulations as well as a
focus on security regarding the application layer. Therefore, it
is a suitable tool for our evaluation and enables more realistic
results than plain analyses.

We have implemented both REST-Net and the IDS of
Ruj et. al. for the VANET-Simulator and considered twelve
different scenarios according to the four Message types defined
in Sect. IV, as well as three different maps of real cities
using Open-Street-Maps4 of Berlin, New York and Puebla.
The map extracted from Berlin with 854 km street length rep-
resents cities with slightly obscure road networks. New York
(547 km) features a street grid and Puebla (496 km) displays
both characteristics depending on the area. Each simulation
contains 8, 000 vehicles with 100 adversaries, faking Messages
at random locations. Furthermore, real events where added
for each Message type (e. g., icy roads, traffic jams, random
braking events or emergency vehicles). IDS of vehicles are
preset to decide about attacks after collecting Beacon-data for
2000ms.

To evaluate the Intrusion Detection Systems (REST-Net
and [27]) and to discover the proper thresholds and limitations,
diverse simulation runs varying each threshold 10 times with
10 iterations for ≈ 16, 7min simulation time (≈ 350000 at-
tacks per Message type) were executed for all scenarios on the
maps. Figures 2 and 3 show the results in form of Receiver Op-
erating Characteristic (ROC) curves displaying the fractions of

3http://www.simtd.de/
4http://www.openstreetmap.org
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Fig. 2. Berlin ROC curves: RHCN (left); EEBL (right)
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Fig. 3. Berlin ROC curves: EVA (left); SVA (right)

true positives versus the fraction of the false positives. REST-
Net displays feasible results and improvements compared to
the model of Ruj et. al.. Especially, RHCN, EEBL and EVA
Messages show major improvements (note that, because of
binary decisions in REST-Net, like vehicle was standing before
sending a SVA Message, the curve progression in Figure 2 and
3 is partial discontinuous).

Besides the current traffic situation or street environment,
considerations regarding TN rates and FP rates influence the
choice of thresholds as already discussed in Sect. IV. The
adaptive warning levels demand a selection of thresholds
regarding the base-rate fallacy. It is important to maximize the
true negative rate while still reaching a fair level of protection
against attacks. Figure 4 shows an example of a selection for
RHCN Messages with the rules of [27].

Following, equal thresholds for Berlin, New York and
Puebla were selected to archive a trade-off between TN and
TP rates, but with a preference for TN rates. Figures 5 - 7
present feasible results regarding REST-Net for all three cities
and major improvements compared to the model of Ruj. et. al..
TN rates in REST-Net remain between ≈ 95, 6% and ≈ 99, 9%
compared to ≈ 40, 9% and ≈ 99, 9% with [27]. Especially,
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Fig. 6. New York: Detection rates of Ruj et al. and REST-Net

RHCN, EEBL and EVA Messages display good improvements.
With detection rates between ≈ 56, 4%-≈ 100% for REST-Net
and ≈ 28,8%-≈ 63, 9% for the model of Ruj. et. al.. True
positives improved, too, but leave room for improvements
in REST-Net. As discussed before, lower TP rates might
be accepted in exchange for higher TN rates. Nevertheless,
while showing improvements to [27], SVA, RHCN and EEBL
false Message detection should be improved by combining
REST-Net with models monitoring other layers or using other
techniques, e. g., trying to detect an attacker over time (by
using different thresholds and raising an alert after several
suspicious Messages of the same source, as suggested in
Sect. IV).

Besides improved detection rates, REST-Net is more stable
to deviations in the road network and shows less variations
in the detection rates in the different cities than [27]. Nev-
ertheless, small adaptions seem to be necessary to different
road networks, especially, when taking into account that in
different cities and regions drivers might drive more aggressive
or passive. While this optimization might lead to better results,
getting suitable training data is challenging.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented REST-Net, a novel Intrusion
Detection System that assists in dealing with integrity and
authenticity challenges in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks. REST-
Net processes Beacon data with plausibility checks to detect
fake Messages.
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Fig. 7. Puebla: Detection rates of Ruj et al. and REST-Net

To the best of our knowledge, REST-Net is the first IDS
for VANETs including a detection engine with pre- and post
event validation, adaptive rules, adaptive warning levels and an
agile way to revocate detected malicious Messages. Realistic
simulation-based evaluations with a micro-traffic simulator
indicate feasible detection rates as well as major improvements
compared to existing solutions. Additionally, simulations in
various cities demonstrate that REST-Net works stable in
various road networks like grids or more obscure streets and
offers high adaptability.

As future work, various ways of sharing REST-Net data and
alerts between vehicles will be analyzed. Further, processing or
transferring IDS data from neighbors or authorities might lead
to improved detection rates, but also new attacks. Moreover, we
plan to combine REST-Net with IDS modules from previous
work for various OSI layers to further increase its detection
rate.
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